
Every day I feel better about
myself, my wardrobe and how
I look. I am the architect of

how I look and I'm building a
wardrobe I love and am proud

to wear.

DAILY AFFIRMATION

day 2



Whether we like it or not, our wardrobe speaks for us. People make instant,
snap judgments about us based on how we style our clothing and present
ourselves. More than 70% of communication is non-verbal and our wardrobe
communicates a bulk of it.  

WHAT DOES YOUR WARDROBE SAY ABOUT YOU?

Does it convey confident and competent? Disorganized and disheveled?

Sophisticated and capable? Lack of care or lack of confidence? Creative and

unique? Something else entirely?

WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR WARDROBE TO SAY ABOUT YOU?

Do the answers to those two questions align?

No
Yes

WHAT DOES YOUR WARDROBE SAY ABOUT YOU?

day 2



Daily Tasks
Our clothing is always speaking for us, so it is important to cultivate a
wardrobe that says exactly what we want it to say. Today’s exercises are
designed to get you thinking about what your wardrobe says and what you
want your wardrobe to say.

DEFINE YOUR PERSONAL STYLE
TODAY, I DEFINE MY PERSONAL STYLE AS:



IDEAL STYLE AESTHETIC QUIZ

Complete this quiz to get a better understanding of your ideal style aesthetic
and to help frame your wardrobe choices moving forward. 

Which of these keyword groups best match your ideal style aesthetic:

A - Casual, Simple, Easy

B - Timeless, Polished, Sophisticated

C - Eclectic, Whimsical, Unique

D - Bold, Striking, Confident

E - Soft, Pretty, Girly

F - Figure Hugging, Attractive, Flaunting

G - Trendy, Fashion-forward, Contemporary

Which sentence resonates with your ideal style aesthetic the most:

A - I like to be casual; I love comfort and easy to care for clothes.

B - I am practical; I love wardrobe basics and investment pieces.

C - I am spirited; I love to express myself and my creativity with my clothes.

D - I am bold; I love to stand out and make a statement with my clothes.

E - I am sensitive; I love feminine and delicate details in my clothing.

F - I like attention; I love to highlight my body with my clothing.

G - I am poised; I love polished, fashion forward clothing.



IDEAL STYLE AESTHETIC QUIZ

Which outfit best represents your ideal style aesthetic?

A B

D EC

GF



A B

D EC

GF

IDEAL STYLE AESTHETIC QUIZ

Which photo best represents your ideal style aesthetic?



YOUR PERSONAL STYLE

Look at your responses to the questions above. Did you consistently choose
one letter? Were you all over the place? Read the descriptions below for the
letter that you chose most often to better understand your ideal style
aesthetic. If you chose multiple letters then choose the aspects from each
description that most resonates with you to help inform and describe your
ideal style aesthetic. 

A - CASUAL 

Comfort is key for your personal style. You like to keep things easy with
simple lines and clean designs and you tend to shy away from anything too
fussy or overly done. Think about incorporating denim, lightweight knits,
cotton jersey, and minimal jewelry into your wardrobe. Pick a couple of
wardrobe staples to invest in long term.

B - CLASSIC

Refined clothing, classic silhouettes, and high quality fabrics define your
personal style. You'd rather invest in timeless pieces instead of seasonally
trendy styles. You look polished and put together where you go. In addition
to your classic pieces, invest in a couple of statement items from your
wardrobe like shoes or jewelry to help break things up. 

C - CREATIVE

Your style is creative, innovative, eclectic and rarely influenced by popularity
or trends. You use clothing to express your personality and mood. Your
outfits are varied and often contain pieces from a variety of sources - from
one-of-a-kind boutiques to thrift or consignment shops. Be sure to pepper
your wardrobe with a few essentials to provide versatility to your collection.

D - EDGY

You're bold, daring and love to make a statement with your wardrobe. You
are not afraid to try the trends and this means your wardrobe is filled with a
variety of pieces. You love to complete your looks with bold details like
colorful make-up and one-of-a-kind jewelry. Balance your looks with less
dramatic pieces to really allow your statement pieces to shine.



E - ROMANTIC

Your wardrobe is filled with soft silhouettes, delicate fabrics, and soft colors.
Your clothing choices are pretty and you embrace more feminine details like
plates, ruffles, bows and lace. Your accessories, like shoes and jewelry, are
equally delicate and lady-like. Try adding some edgier pieces to your
wardrobe to create a fashionable juxtoposition to your more delicate wears.

F - SENSUAL

you love your body and you know how to accentuate all of your best assets.
You rock bold colors and curvy silhouettes in your wardrobe. You've
mastered the art of picking clothing that flatters your body and create
interest, intrigue and an air of mystery with your style. Mix and match more
delicate items in your wardrobe to add a unique touch to your alluring looks.

G - MODERN

You put time and effort into you wardrobe. And though you embrace some
trends, you are careful not to add anything to your closet that doesn't
compliment your existing wardrobe. You are not one to shy away from
making an investment in clothing, shoes or handbags. You've mastered the
chic monochromatic look and are always dressed appropriately for the
occassion. Add a few eclectic, bold statement items to mix-up your wardobe.

BASED ON THE INFORMATION ABOVE AND MY LIFESTYLE, MY IDEAL STYLE
AESTHETIC IS:  (BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE)



MINI CLOSET DETOX

Today, we begin our mini Closet Detox to help you begin to organize and
edit your current wardrobe. This process will be easily manageable, even for
the busiest Style Shift participants. This process distills the most important
parts of my full Closet Detox program into a few easy steps for you to
complete. Ready to get started? Let’s go!

STEP 1:  Get a bag or bin for each of the following categories:

Sell - only clothing that is New With Tags (NWT) or in near-perfect

condition should be resold

Donate - clothing that is in excellent and very good condition (but not

good enough to sell) should be donated to organizations or even to your

friends

Upcycle/Recycle - clothing that can be repurposed into other things (like

cutting up an old t-shirt to make cleaning rags) should be upcycled or

recycled; look into recycling programs for jeans, sneakers or other

clothing items as well (https://trashisfortossers.com/how-to-recycle-old-

clothing)

Trash - Only clothing that is completely beyond repair should go in the

trash and only AFTER you have confirmed there is no way to upcycle or

recycle it.

STEP 2:  Go to your closet and/or dresser and pull out three (3) pieces of clothing
you haven’t worn in the last 6 months 

STEP 3: Sort the items into your “Sell,” “Donate,” “Upcycle/Recycle,” or “Trash”
bags/bins. 

STEP 4: Walk away

That’s it! You’re all done! So simple, right? Remember to complete your Daily
Tasks checklist. See you tomorrow!



Daily Task Checklist

Comment in FB Group and share what your wardrobe currently says
about you and what you want it to say about you

Watch Day 2 Video Message
Download Day 2 PDF Worksheet
Complete Day 2 PDF Worksheet
Go to the FB thread and post a picture of your three items separated
into their bag/bin


